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ABSTRACT: In 1999, Freeman published a visionary article that proposed a molecular basis for the trade-oﬀ between permeability
and selectivity for polymeric gas separation membranes, which is often codiﬁed as an “upper bound”. This work has had major
impacts in the gas separation membrane community and is paralleled by developments in the water puriﬁcation membrane literature.
A common theme between both communities is optimizing free volume or pore size distributions in polymer membranes to
maximize separation performance. In guiding future development in the ﬁeld, we identify the need to develop isoporous
ultraﬁltration membranes and highlight the potential for block copolymer self-assembly to achieve direct access to “structure by
design” without requiring complex optimization of phase inversion processes.

■

INTRODUCTION
Membrane technology is critical to the separation of
industrially important small molecules;1−3 however, there is
an intrinsic trade-oﬀ between throughput, often quantiﬁed in
terms of membrane permeability, and molecular selectivity.4
Robeson ﬁrst codiﬁed this empirical trade-oﬀ for gas separation
membranes as an “upper bound” in 19915 with Freeman
publishing a pioneering 1999 Macromolecules article that
proposed a molecular basis for the gas separation upper
bound.6 This double-log plot of selectivity vs permeability has
since become the ubiquitous ﬁgure of merit for researchers
working to develop polymers with improved performance for
gas separation applications, such as carbon dioxide removal
from natural gas. An added legacy of Freeman’s paper is the
provision of quantitative metrics for assessing and understanding molecular-based design improvements (cf. Figure 1).
As the upper bound represents an inherent limit to membrane
performance, and thus economics, surpassing or shifting the
upper bound is techno-economically valuable. In the years
since this landmark Macromolecules article, we as a community
have gained critical insight that points to molecular and
mesoscopic structural control and homogeneity as important
for shifting or surpassing the “upper bound” in both gas and
water puriﬁcation membranes. Recent studies have begun to
exploit these control strategies to surpass the gas separation
upper bound. However, opportunities remain to harness the
tools of self-assembly to make hierarchically perfect membranes that could be highly desirable for water puriﬁcation and
ultraﬁltration.

Figure 1. H2/N2 upper bound showing trade-oﬀ between H2/N2
selectivity (αH2/N2) and H2 permeability. Reproduced with permission
from ref 6.

“membrane rule” clearly illustrated the need to understand the
underlying polymer physics that governed this trade-oﬀ.
Combining solution diﬀusion and activated diﬀusion models
that govern gas transport in dense, nonporous polymer ﬁlms,
Freeman showed mathematically that the slope of the upper
bound was fully independent of polymer structure.6 Instead,
the slope for a given pair of gas penetrants is dictated by the

■

GAS SEPARATION UPPER BOUND
Historically, Robeson’s gas separation upper bound was
primarily observational rather than phenomenological. The
upper bound lines themselves were drawn as a best ﬁt through
the available permeation data that had been curated.
Empirically, Robeson observed that the slope of the upper
bound correlated with the diﬀerence in molecular size for a
pair of gases (e.g., between CO2 and N2). While successful, this
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Figure 2. (A) Isoporous permeability (i.e., permeance) enhancement, deﬁned as the ratio of isoporous (σ/rmean = 0.01) membrane permeability to
permeability of a membrane with a conventional pore size distribution (σ/rmean = 0.2), plotted vs membrane separation factor.18 (B) Isoporous
separation factor enhancement, deﬁned as the ratio of isoporous membrane separation factor to separation factor of a membrane with a
conventional pore size distribution, plotted vs the ratio of mean pore radius to solute radius.

porous ultraﬁltration (UF) membranes18 and to relate water
and salt permeability selectivity for desalination membranes
(e.g., reverse osmosis and nanoﬁltration).19,20 Underlying these
trade-oﬀ codiﬁcations is the principle that achieving a nearly
ideal separation with a polymer membrane, whether for
separating gas, water, ions, proteins, or other molecules,
requires matching the properties of permeating molecules with
the relevant molecular dimensions, structure, and functional
properties of the polymer selective layer. Examples from nature
of nearly perfect molecular separation are biological ion
channels and aquaporins, which permit extremely rapid
transport of potassium ions and water, respectively, in and
out of cells while rejecting virtually all other molecules and
ions.21,22 The high separation eﬃciency of potassium ion
channels is due to their exquisitely precise internal pore
geometry and chemistry that permit rapid diﬀusion of
dehydrated potassium ions while essentially completely
rejecting sodium ions.4 Similarly, the uniform pores of
aquaporins allow rapid H2O transport but almost fully reject
H3O+.4
Optimization of pore sizes and pore size distributions ﬁnds
direct application in ultraﬁltration (UF) membranes. Unlike
the selective layer of gas separation membranes, which
permeate sorbed gas molecules via diﬀusion through
subnanometer packing defects, gated by the local segmental
dynamics of surrounding polymer chains, the selective layers of
UF membranes are porous structures, with pore diameters
typically ranging between 2 and 100 nm.23,24 Small molecule
rejection by UF membranes depends on the relative sizes of
the pores and the size of the rejected solute of interest (for
example, a protein) as well as the distribution of pore
sizes.18,25−27 In developing a UF “upper bound”, Mehta and
Zydney noted that hypothetical membranes with isoporous
cylindrical pores could exhibit a 60% permeability improvement relative to conventional UF membranes with broader
pore size distributions.18,25
To examine this improvement more closely, Figure 2
compares calculated values of ideal membrane permeability
and separation factor (i.e., inverse sieving coeﬃcient) for
nearly isoporous membranes and conventional membranes
with broad pore size distributions. Hydraulic permeability (i.e.,
permeance) values were estimated by using eq 4 in Mehta and
Zydney’s work, and separation factors follow using eqs 5−7 in

ratio of their diameters squared with the position of the upper
bound being governed primarily by polymer chemistry and
morphology: solubility selectivity, polymer backbone stiﬀness,
and interchain spacing. While previous research had identiﬁed
the importance of simultaneously increasing chain stiﬀness and
free volume for improving polymer separation performance,7−9
Freeman connected these principles with upper bound
parameters, stating, “The most fruitful pathway for development of higher performance polymeric membranes for the
separations discussed in this paper is to systematically increase
βA/B [front factor in the upper bound equation], either through
solubility selectivity enhancement and/or increases in chain
stiﬀness ... while simultaneously increasing interchain spacing
(i.e., fractional free volume), to increase selectivity while
maintaining or increasing permeability.”6
Over the past two decades, these key observations spurred
interest in developing high free volume, high rigidity glassy
polymers for gas separation membranes. The discovery of
polymers of intrinsic microporosity (PIMs) and thermally
rearranged (TR) polymers in 2004 and 2007, respectively,
validated the design principles that Freeman described in 1999.
The discovery of PIMs and TR systems showed that highly
aromatic structures possessing both high chain stiﬀness and
free volume can surpass the 1991 upper bound,4,10−12 leading
Robeson to publish a revised upper bound with lines shifted to
account for these developments in 2008.13 Following a
diﬀerent approach, researchers have also carbonized aromatic
polymers to form rigid carbon molecular sieve membranes with
“ultramicropores” tailored to a gas pair of interest.14,15 Another
recent area of interest has been incorporating porous
nanoparticles with well-deﬁned cavity sizes, such as metal−
organic frameworks (MOFs), into a polymer matrix to form
high-selectivity nanocomposite membranes.16,17 All of these
strategies rely on forming rigid molecular structures with
tailored free volume or cavity sizes to permit rapid diﬀusion of
small gas molecules while hindering larger ones.

■

UPPER BOUNDS FOR OTHER MEMBRANE-BASED
SEPARATIONS
Similar guiding principles rooted in molecular design
parameters have been identiﬁed for other membrane-based
separations. Analogous empirical “Robeson plots” have been
developed to relate water permeability and solute rejection in
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Figure 3. Comparison of directed self-assembly (DSA) and self-assembly and nonsolvent-induced phase separation (SNIPS) techniques for
fabricating porous thin ﬁlm membranes. In DSA (top), a block copolymer (BCP) solution containing a nonselective solvent is evaporated slowly
and annealed to form ordered cylinders with hexagonal packing that lie perpendicular to a substrate.38,52,61,63,64 The cylinder block can then be
etched to form pores.56−59 In SNIPS (bottom), a block copolymer solution typically containing a selective solvent forms micelles before or during
solvent evaporation.58,65,66 The structure of the micelle, including which block is in the core or corona, depends on the interactions (i.e., χ
parameters) between the blocks and solvent.67 This illustration assumes the hydrophilic block forms the corona. Controlling solvent evaporation
rates can lead to supramolecular ordering of micelles in various cylindrical conﬁgurations.65 Immersing the thin ﬁlm into a nonsolvent before
evaporation is complete causes phase inversion to occur, precipitating the copolymer and collapsing the hydrophilic block to form nearly uniform
pores at the surface while forming a mesoporous substructure underneath.65,66

the same work.18 This analysis is simpliﬁed to assume there are
no electrostatic or concentration polarization eﬀects and that
pore sizes follow a log-normal distribution.18 Coeﬃcients of
variation of the pore sizes (σ/rmean) were set at 0.01 for
isoporous membranes and 0.2 for conventional membranes.18,25 Figure 2A shows permeability enhancement factors
for isoporous membranes relative to those of conventional
membranes having the same separation factor, illustrating that
isoporosity has a greater impact on permeability for highly
selective separations. In concert with this ﬁnding, Figure 2B
shows enhancement of membrane separation factors for
isoporous membranes compared with conventional membranes of the same ratio of mean pore radius to solute radius.
As Mochizuki and Zydney previously observed, isoporous
membranes exhibit higher separation factors than conventional
membranes with the same mean pore radius, especially when
the mean pore radius is close to the solute radius.27 These
improvements in permeability and separation factor (i.e.,
selectivity) for isoporous membranes relative to conventional
membranes result in a shift in the UF upper bound toward
better performance.18,28
Ultraﬁltration membranes are subject to fouling due to pore
blocking,29 and isoporous structures introduce an additional
challenge for fouling mitigation. If the foulant is nearly the
same size as the pores, this could lead to rapid failure of the
membrane as many of the nearly identical pores quickly
become clogged with the foulant, which would occur less
readily for membranes with broader pore size distributions.30
Provided this fouling issue can be overcome, developing
techniques to produce isoporous membranes with controlled
pore sizes could enable access to new separations previously
inaccessible by conventional UF membranes, just as development of materials like PIMs and TR polymers with narrow free
volume distributions led to advances in the capabilities of gas

separation membranes.4 Conventional UF membranes are
relatively application-agnostic, and many commercial producers make UF membranes with only a few broad molecular
weight cutoﬀ values (e.g., 100 or 300 kDa).31 Membranes with
a speciﬁc pore size tailored to a solute of interest would enable
production of many application-speciﬁc membrane designs
that could be tailored to, for example, separation of milk or
plasma proteins, virus removal, puriﬁcation of pharmaceutical
compounds, improved kidney dialysis, or removal of particular
solutes from recalcitrant water sources.

■

USING DIRECTED SELF-ASSEMBLY TO ENHANCE
ULTRAFILTRATION MEMBRANE SEPARATIONS
While there is a strong case to be made for highly uniform UF
membranes, the use of modern self-assembly techniques to
create isoporous structures is still an emerging ﬁeld. Pore size
distributions in UF membranes can be optimized by changing
conditions of the nonsolvent-induced phase separation (NIPS)
process25,32−36 but without direct design control over pore size
and shape.25,30 NIPS is a highly dynamic, nonequilibrium
process that sensitively depends on processing conditions, such
as polymer solution, solvent, and nonsolvent compositions,
among other variables.32,37 Indeed, it has been argued that is
not possible to design isoporous polymer membranes for
ﬁltration or even membranes with speciﬁc, narrow pore size
distributions and morphologies by using conventional phase
inversion processes.30
In addressing this limitation, inspiration is found in the block
copolymer literature, speciﬁcally the directed self-assembly
(DSA) of block copolymers as lithographic resists for
microelectronic and storage applications.38−43 Block copolymer DSA is frequently employed for nanolithography due to
the ability to form highly controlled patterns at length scales
between 5 and 100 nm while exhibiting long-range order.38−42
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Given the accessible feature sizes and the thin ﬁlm nature of
these patterned nanomaterials, DSA techniques could be
leveraged to direct pore assembly. In DSA, a block copolymer
solution is typically spin coated or solvent cast onto a
substrate, and the solvent is allowed to evaporate slowly, or the
sample is postannealed above Tg to allow block copolymer
chains to arrange (self-assemble) into their thermodynamically
preferable organization, such as cylinders or lamellae, while
forming a solid polymer ﬁlm (cf. Figure 3).44−47 Unlike more
complex phase inversion processes, where solvent plays a key
role in the formation of pores, DSA is driven simply by
interactions between block copolymer segments and is
captured easily by existing self-consistent-ﬁeld models.48,49
The practice of assembling at equilibrium allows the
application of a highly precise and well-understood phase
diagram for block copolymer assembly and, in this case, the
formation of ordered cylinders with uniform radii dictated by
the size of the pore forming block.50,51
To fabricate a UF selective layer using DSA, block
copolymers containing a hydrolyzable phase, such as poly(lactic acid), could be deposited onto a support through a
variety of techniques and self-assembled into an ordered
cylinder geometry, aided by thermal or solvent annealing (cf.
Figure 3).52 Cylinder alignment perpendicular to the ﬁlm
surface is necessary to create pores that span the selective layer
and are open at both the top and bottom surfaces of the ﬁlm.
Recent developments in thin ﬁlm lithography have enabled
orientation control through a variety of strategies, including
controlling solvent evaporation rate, using a solvent that has
nearly equal selectivity for both phases, coating the substrate
with a nonpreferential wetting layer, or applying an external
electrical ﬁeld.45,53−55 The hydrolyzable phase can then be
removed to form isoporous channels for water transport.56−59
The size of the cylindrical phase and resulting pore sizes can be
controlled by adjusting block copolymer molecular weight,
Flory−Huggins interaction (χ) parameter, and volume fraction
of the hydrolyzable block.60,61 Alternatively, bicontinuous
morphologies could be targeted that would obviate the need
for precise cylinder alignment.62
Conventional phase inversion techniques (e.g., NIPS) and
DSA both have advantages and disadvantages when it comes to
membrane fabrication. NIPS is a well-established technique
that can eﬃciently produce large surface areas of material
required for membrane modules. While in practice NIPS is
limited primarily to homopolymers and cannot be used to form
truly isoporous structures, DSA enables precise control over
feature orientation and is also scalable.61 An enabling current
goal for DSA is therefore the translation of thin ﬁlm fabrication
techniques from the ﬁelds of nanolithography or organic
photovoltaics to the design constrains of a thin ﬁlm composite
UF membrane.
To circumvent the challenge of adapting lithographic
techniques to roll-to-roll membrane processing, recent studies
have attempted to combine block copolymer assembly with
phase inversion through a process known as self-assembly and
nonsolvent-induced phase separation (SNIPS).58,66,68−70 Several studies have reported UF membrane formation using
copolymers and copolymer blends, including PS-b-PMMA,71
PS-b-PLA,72 PS-b-PEO, 73 PS-b-P4VP, 69,74,75 PI-b-PS-bP4VP,66,70,76 and PI-b-PS-b-PDMA,77 and many of these
have shown promising results arising from narrow pore size
distributions. Signiﬁcantly, a range of SNIPS membranes have
exhibited permeability/selectivity values lying near or surpass-
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ing the UF upper bound.28,78 In contrast to DSA, these studies
report self-assembly out of equilibrium, presumably due to
supramolecular assembly of block copolymer micelles that may
form in solution.58,65,66,68,75,79−82 In SNIPS, ordering of the
block copolymer in an ∼100 nm surface skin layer is believed
to occur during solvent evaporation, while immersion in
nonsolvent is generally assumed to form the pores themselves
(cf. Figure 3). The pore formation mechanism in the surface
layer is not well understood,58,81 but nanoscale pores may arise
as solvent and nonsolvent exchange in the solvated hydrophilic
blocks of the ordered micelles, precipitating the polymer and
forming pores containing trapped nonsolvent.66,68,70,81 The
air−solution interface may also aﬀect pore morphology.82 This
process means the selective layer will not form a perfectly
ordered structure, and the size and shape of the pores cannot
be predicted a priori (cf. Figure 3).70 Beneath the surface layer,
the remaining block copolymer phase-inverts to form a
mesoporous substructure via spinodal decomposition in a
similar manner to NIPS.65,70,75,81 SNIPS is aﬀected by all the
parameters of the phase inversion process, including choice of
solvent, nonsolvent, evaporation rate, and ﬁlm thickness, in
addition to block copolymer molecular weights and χ
parameters.66,68,72,74,80 On the other hand, DSA yields
perfectly ordered equilibrium morphologies that can be
predicted via thermodynamics and directly controlled by
using block volume fraction and molecular weight.
We postulate that revisiting classical DSA techniques
employed in ﬁelds like lithography and applying them to the
design constraints of membrane ﬁltration could enable direct
access to “structure by design” without requiring complex
optimization of phase inversion conditions. Scalable DSA
could permit ﬁne tailoring of pore sizes to desired solutes of
interest while maintaining extremely narrow pore size
distributions. The challenge will ultimately lie in translating
thin ﬁlm self-assembly techniques to the roll-to-roll processing
requirements of large-scale membrane manufacturing. Additionally, the tendency of porous membranes to foul must be
overcome, which could be exacerbated when all the pores are
approximately the same size. Thin ﬁlm composite membranes
formed by using self-assembled structures would further need
to withstand repeated backwashing during foulant removal.
Nonetheless, tunable, high-porosity isoporous UF membranes
may enable access to the highest combinations of permeability
and selectivity on the UF upper bound while also being
tailorable to speciﬁc separations. Such advances would result in
economic gains from improved separation eﬃciency as well as
the additional ability to target challenging, industry-speciﬁc
separations such as selective virus and protein separation or
treatment of water from recalcitrant sources.1,2
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